and Narver assumed responsibility for operating
and maintaining both the old and new South Pole
stations. These tasks, plus the movement of equipment and supplies from the old to the new stations,
were carried out by Holmes and Narver support
and construction crews. The new station, which
was dedicated last January, is being maintained
and operated this winter by a Holmes and Narver
station manager and six others.
Over 675 persons were processed through
USARP'S Christchurch, New Zealand, forward staging area.'
An office in Christchurch, which is maintained
year-round for the National Science Foundation, is
a base for customs processing, cargo operations,
lodging reservations, and transportation arrangements for persons in transit to and from Antarctica.
Emergency procurement of supplies and equipment for research programs also was performed
in Christchurch.
Cargo for USARP was handled round-trip at Port
Hueneme, California. Nearly 295,000 kilograms of
surface and air cargo were processed. Personnel
processing, including physical examinations and
travel orders, was done at Anaheim, California, for
630 persons.

Contractor support operations:
Hero/Palmer Station
research system
LEWIS K. WORTHING

Holmes and Narver, Inc.
Anaheim, California 92801

In December 1973 Holmes and Narver, Inc., was
contracted to operate support activities of the Hero!
Palmer Station research system. Previously Palmer
had been operated by the U.S. Naval Support
Force, Antarctica, and WV Hero and the Palmer
biology laboratory were operated by another contractor. Consolidation of these support responsibilities into a single contract was done in the interest
of efficiency.

'This figure does not include U.S. Navy personnel, who were
processed separately.

July/August 1975

During the 1974-1975 austral summer, we continued to provide support to Palmer Station and
Hero, and through Hero to other U.S. activities
along the Antarctic Peninsula. This support extended from Elephant Island, at the northern tip
of the Peninsula, southward to Marguerite Bay.
Ancillary logistics support services also were provided at the following locations: Anaheim, California; Norfolk, Virginia; Buenos Aires, Argentina;
Ushuaia, Tierra del Fuego, Argentina; Montevideo,
Uruguay; Punta Arenas, Chile.
In preparation for the 1974-1975 field season,

Hero was overhauled in Long Beach, California,

during the 1974 austral winter. The ship's material
condition was vastly improved, and an effort was
made to repair or replace all science equipment.
The laboratory was refurbished, and all trawl and
hydrographic equipment was put into operable
condition. The vessel's radio system was upgraded
to include voice communication with points in the
United States. Finally, the ice observation house
was completed.
While no new construction has taken place at
Palmer Station, steps were taken to improve its
environment. The trash dump has been moved to a
remote location, and excess debris has been removed from station grounds. New equipment has
been added to the biology laboratory. Radio communications facilities also were improved. Support
personnel installed new antennas that provide a
good local network for those working in the station's general vicinity. New equipment and improved antennas also have greatly enhanced communication with points in the United States.

As part of our responsibility for supporting Hero
and Palmer, Holmes and Narver purchases and
ships science equipment and supplies, as well as
general materials and supplies. Most of these items
must be shipped from East Coast U.S. ports, and
during 1974-1975 the United Kingdom's RRs Bransfield transported much of this cargo. Our Anaheim
office also arranges for transportation of U.S.
science and support personnel to and from the Antarctic Peninsula, and provides for the return and
delivery of scientific specimens.
In early April 1975 the last of the 1974-1975
summer personnel returned from Palmer, and 10
persons remained for the winter. Hero continues
to operate in waters off southern South America
this winter.
A total of 48 researchers participated in the 19741975 field program on the Peninsula. While this
is a relatively small number, it does represent
diversity in the kinds of science projects accomplished.
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